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Abstract

Spectre v2 is one of the most severe transient execution vulnerabilities, as it allows an unprivileged attacker to lure a privileged (e.g., kernel) victim into speculatively jumping to a chosen gadget, which then leaks data back to the attacker. Spectre v2 is hard to eradicate. Even on last-generation Intel CPUs, security hinges on the unavailability of exploitable gadgets. Nonetheless, with (i) deployed mitigations—eIBRS, no-eBPF, (Fine)IBT—all aimed at hindering many usable gadgets, (ii) existing exploits relying on now-privileged features (eBPF), and (iii) recent Linux kernel gadget analysis studies reporting no exploitable gadgets, the common belief is that there is no residual attack surface of practical concern.

In this paper, we challenge this belief and uncover a significant residual attack surface for cross-privilege Spectre-v2 attacks. To this end, we present InSpectre Gadget, a new gadget analysis tool for in-depth inspection of Spectre gadgets. Unlike existing tools, ours performs generic constraint analysis and models knowledge of advanced exploitation techniques to accurately reason over gadget exploitability in an automated fashion. We show that our tool can not only uncover new (unconventionally) exploitable gadgets in the Linux kernel, but that those gadgets are sufficient to bypass all deployed Intel mitigations. As a demonstration, we present the first native Spectre-v2 exploit against the Linux kernel on last-generation Intel CPUs, based on the recent BHI variant and able to leak arbitrary kernel memory at 3.5 kB/sec. We also present a number of gadgets and exploitation techniques to bypass the recent FineIBT mitigation, along with a case study on a 13th Gen Intel CPU that can leak kernel memory at 18 bytes/sec.

1 Introduction

As the community slowly comes to grips with various forms of transient execution attacks [16, 32, 34, 35, 38, 54], Spectre v2 or Branch Target Injection (BTI) [2] remains one of the most severe ones, able to transiently divert the control flow of a program. If attackers can find a snippet of code that encodes secret data into the microarchitectural state, i.e., a (disclosure) gadget, they can force a victim program, e.g., the kernel, to transiently jump to it. Even in the face of hardware mitigations such as eIBRS, researchers have shown that Spectre v2 can still leak secret data across privilege levels on Intel systems through what is known as Branch History Injection (BHI) [16].

However, neither academia [16] nor industry [8] ever found an exploitable “native” gadget and the only existing exploit relies on a gadget injected by the authors themselves using eBPF. Since then, new advanced mitigations such as Indirect Branch Tracking (IBT) and its recent fine-grained counterpart FineIBT, have reduced the set of usable gadgets even (much) further. As a result, it is a common belief that deployed mitigations such as eIBRS and privileged eBPF (now default in all popular Linux distributions) are sufficient to eliminate the cross-privilege Spectre-v2 attack surface—and even more so in combination with the opt-in (Fine)IBT mitigations.

To challenge this belief, our key observation is that current techniques to identify such gadgets either overfit “standard” patterns—identifying only gadgets that look like a handful of known Spectre examples and ignoring less conventional patterns—or grossly overapproximate—identifying many potential gadgets of which exploitability is highly uncertain. Examples of the latter are approaches that identify gadgets based on their high-level data flow, leaving exploitability to manual analysis [16, 24, 31]. Examples of the former include all pattern-based gadget scanners [40, 42, 43], but also all simplifying and self-limiting gadget definitions [8]. Overly constraining the definition of a gadget is dangerous, because even snippets that do not meet all the preconditions of a standard gadget can still leak data with advanced exploitation techniques [24, 31, 54]—leaving a gap between what attackers need for exploitation and what vendors and developers consider for mitigation.

In this paper, we present InSpectre Gadget, an in-depth Spectre gadget inspector that uses symbolic execution to accurately reason about exploitability of usable gadgets. To this end, our tool explicitly models data constraints and knowl-
edge of advanced exploitation techniques. This strategy relaxes the common preconditions of standard gadgets, while still avoiding the common overapproximations that would otherwise report many unexploitable gadgets. Moreover, it provides the analyst with insights into exploitability characteristics, such as the exploitation techniques required, the constraints to be met, the values that can be leaked, etc.

Scanning the Linux Kernel, InSpectre Gadget finds 1,565 gadgets leading to secret transmission, a significant residual attack surface. Furthermore, it uncovers hundreds dispatch gadgets, i.e., gadgets containing an indirect branch to an attacker-controlled target and, as we will show, providing the attacker with a variety of interesting capabilities for exploitation in face of deployed mitigations. Examples include increasing control over registers, expanding the set of reachable gadgets, or crafting disclosure gadgets by chaining multiple loads. To demonstrate the practicality of our findings, we use the reported gadgets to implement the first native Spectre-v2 exploit against the Linux kernel on last-generation Intel CPUs. Our exploit is based on the BHI variant and is able to leak kernel memory at 3.5 kB/sec without eBPF.

Furthermore, in contrast to previous findings, we show the recent (Fine)IBT mitigations still allow transient execution of between 4 and 6 (unchecked) dependent loads. To exploit the resulting attack surface, we showcase a number of gadgets and exploitation techniques, along with a case study on a 13th Gen Intel CPU, leaking kernel memory at 18 bytes/sec.

Contributions. To summarize our contributions:

1. We build InSpectre Gadget, a gadget inspector that evaluates exploitability of potential gadgets, incorporating data constraints and knowledge of advanced exploitation techniques. InSpectre Gadget is available at https://github.com/vusec/inspectre-gadget, along with a database of gadgets found for Linux kernel v6.6-rc4.

2. We present the first native (no-eBPF) BHI exploit on the latest Linux kernel and last-generation Intel CPUs (CVE-2024-2201).

3. We analyze the effectiveness of both the IBT and FineIBT mitigations and demonstrate they are insufficient to hinder native BHI exploitation.

4. We uncover a large presence of dispatch gadgets in the kernel, showing how an attacker can abuse them to further the attack surface and bypass deployed mitigations.

2 Background

2.1 Transient Execution Attacks

Modern CPUs rely on a multitude of speculation mechanisms to achieve better performance. For example, whenever a CPU encounters a control flow instruction like a conditional branch

or an indirect branch, the correct target might not be known yet. To avoid stalling, the CPU uses a set of internal structures, called predictors, to determine the next instruction to fetch, and starts speculatively executing instructions. If the speculation is later revealed to be incorrect, the CPU will undo the effects of the transient execution and restart from the correct jump target. However, traces of the transient computation can still be observed in the shared microarchitectural state, e.g. in the cache. An attacker can then measure these traces with techniques such as FLUSH+RELOAD [55] and PRIME+PROBE [36] and recover the values of registers and memory used during the transient computation.

2.2 Spectre v2

In 2018, the disclosure of Spectre [32] famously demonstrated how speculation can be used to leak data across security domains. One variant presented in the paper, originally known as Spectre v2 or Branch Target Injection (BTI), shows how speculation of indirect branches can be used to transiently divert the control flow of a program and redirect it to an attacker-chosen location. The attack works by poisoning one of the CPU predictors, the Branch Target Buffer (BTB), which is used to decide where to jump on indirect branch speculation. Initially, mitigations were proposed at the software level and, later, in-silicon mitigations such as Intel eIBRS [6] an ARM CSV2 [14] were added to newer generations of CPUs to isolate predictions across privilege levels.

2.3 Branch History Injection

In 2022, Branch History Injection (BHI) [16] showed that, despite mitigations, cross-privilege Spectre v2 is still possible on latest Intel CPUs by poisoning the Branch History Buffer (BHB). Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the attack.
In summary, by executing a sequence of conditional branches \((H_A \text{ and } H_V)\) right before performing a system call, an unprivileged attacker can cause the CPU to transiently jump to a chosen target \((T_A)\) when speculating over an indirect call in the kernel \((C_V)\). This happens because the CPU picks the speculative target for \(C_V\) from a shared structure, the BTB, that is indexed using both the address of the instruction and the history of previous conditional branches, which is stored in the Branch History Buffer (BHB). Finding the right combination of histories that will result in a collision can be done with brute-forcing.

To ensure the injected target, \(T_A\), contains a disclosure gadget, the original BHI attack relied on the presence of the extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF), through which an unprivileged user can craft code that lives in the kernel.

### 2.4 Defenses

As a recommended mitigation for BHI, Intel has advised to disable unprivileged eBPF, which is now disabled by default in the Linux kernel, and to mitigate potential disclosure gadgets by prepending a LFENCE instruction to them [1].

**Attack Surface Analysis.** The original BHI paper presented an initial estimate of the BHI attack surface beyond eBPF using simple data-flow analysis and a loose definition of disclosure gadget [16]. The analysis pinpointed 1,177 potential gadgets in the Linux kernel, but with no insights into their exploitability. Later, Intel researchers statically analyzed the Linux kernel [8], adopting a more refined data-flow-based approach and finding an order of magnitude more potential gadgets. Again, with the analysis unable to automatically reason over exploitability, Intel researchers resorted to manually assessing exploitability of the 8 simplest (linear) gadgets. No gadgets were deemed exploitable (6 due to reachability issues, 2 due to leakage constraints). Ultimately, with many potential gadgets uncovered by both scanners but no evidence of practical exploitability, no additional mitigations were deployed.

**Hardware mitigations.** On the hardware front, Intel has proposed a hardware mitigation, the BHI\_DIS\_S indirect predictor control, which prevents the CPU from selecting BTB entries based on history coming from lower security domains. As the performance overhead is nontrivial, future CPUs might come with an optimized version, namely BHI\_N0. At the time of writing, while Alder Lake and Raptor Lake Intel CPUs support BHI\_DIS\_S after applying a microcode update, the Linux Kernel does not have support to enable this feature.

**Advanced software mitigations.** Additional software mitigations, like Retpoline [10] or a software BHB-clearing sequence [1], have been proposed as spot fixes. However, they come with a prohibitive performance cost, discouraging practical deployment. For Linux, in particular, the software BHB-clearing sequence recommended by Intel has not been implemented at all, as developers rely on unprivileged eBPF being “the only known real-world BHB attack vector” [11].

**IBT.** Indirect Branch Tracking (IBT) [48] is a defense for code-reuse attacks, such as return-oriented programming [46] and jump-oriented programming [19], which ensures that indirect branches always jump to an intended target. Intel CPUs implement a coarse-grained version of IBT in hardware, which ensures that every indirect branch lands on a special instruction (e.g., endbr32 or endbr64), which has to be inserted by the compiler. While IBT was originally designed to address architectural control-flow hijacking, it is also part of Intel’s mitigation guidance for BHI [1]. This is to provide defense-in-depth against speculative control-flow hijacking, limiting—somewhat similarly to the existing eIBRS—the possible Spectre-v2 disclosure gadget locations to the beginning of any indirect branch target in the kernel. Support for IBT was added to Intel processors with the Tiger Lake series [7] and is enabled by default from Linux kernel v6.2 [4].

**FineIBT.** Researchers have recently proposed a finer-grained IBT variant in software, called FineIBT [23]. The idea is to instrument the caller of each IBT-guarded indirect call to load a unique value into a register as well as the callee to check said value. If the value is different from the expected one, the execution path is directed to an illegal instruction to abort execution.

This further restricts indirect calls to (architecturally or speculatively) target only compliant callees. Support for FineIBT was recently introduced in Linux kernel v6.2 [5]. Since FineIBT relies on Clang-instrumented kernels [23], to our knowledge, it is not yet enabled by default in any Linux distribution (unlike its IBT building block).

### 3 Threat Model

We consider a traditional cross-privilege Spectre-v2 threat model, with a local unprivileged attacker seeking to disclose information from a privileged victim, such as the operating system kernel or the hypervisor. We specifically focus on a victim Linux kernel, running with all default Spectre-v2 mitigations on last-generation Intel CPUs such as eIBRS [6] and privileged eBPF. Finally, we assume other classes of vulnerabilities (e.g., memory errors) are subject of orthogonal mitigations and not part of the attack surface under study.

### 4 Overview

To perform a Spectre-v2 attack against the kernel on last-generation Intel systems, one must target an indirect branch in the kernel that jumps to a disclosure gadget. Using BHI, one can then speculatively hijack a victim branch to the chosen gadget. InSpectre Gadget aids the analyst in choosing a suitable gadget, following the workflow depicted in Figure 2.

As shown in the figure, the analyst provides InSpectre Gadget with a kernel image and a list of candidate gadgets in input. Our tool inspects each candidate for a fixed number
A recurring problem in transient execution attacks is evaluating if a given instruction sequence can leak a secret via a—typically cache—covert channel. To leak a secret through the cache, an attacker needs to open a speculation window and accommodate a disclosure gadget. In this section, we explain that practical disclosure gadgets extend well beyond those that fit existing narrow definitions. Moreover, besides leaking information through the cache, attackers may avail themselves of a myriad of other covert channels \cite{Kasper2018, Computer49, 10.1145/3343031.3343117, 10.1145/3292865.3292890, 10.1145/3292865.3292888}. In this section, we relax the assumptions for standard gadgets, describe the additional challenge posed by each relaxation, and where appropriate, explain how we can meet the challenge and still leak secrets.

5.1 Standard Gadgets

Today’s tools typically concentrate on finding speculation windows and overapproximating exploitable—leaving the analysis of disclosure gadgets to the human analyst. Unfortunately, the complexity of such exploitability analysis is daunting and, unsurprisingly, analysts generally look for standard Spectre disclosure gadgets, such as the one in Listing 1.

In a standard (or “perfect”) gadget, the CPU loads a secret from an attacker-controlled address. The loaded secret must be sufficiently small, either by nature, or as the result of a bitmask (Line 4), to serve as an index into a second buffer—ideally shared with the attacker. This second buffer is known as the reload buffer. Moreover, to ensure that each value of the secret corresponds to a different cache line, the gadget should shift the value left by some stride (Line 6). The result is known as the transmitted secret. As the gadget subsequently adds it to a second attacker-controlled value which we refer to as the transmission base and dereferences the resulting value, it inadvertently establishes a transmission through a cache covert channel. Specifically, by iterating over the reload buffer with the same stride while timing the accesses, attackers can infer that the secret value is the index of the buffer element for which the access is fast (because it is in the cache).

5.2 Exploitation-Aware Gadget Analysis

Standard gadgets are the most intuitive to understand and the most straightforward to exploit, but they are by no means the only exploitable ones. While limiting the analysis to standard gadgets reduces the complexity, attackers are under no obligation to respect such restrictions. BLINDSIDE \cite{Rengo2018}, KASPER \cite{DeCandia2004}, PACMAN \cite{Leino2016}, and RETBLEED \cite{Siddiqui2015}, for example, all exploit gadgets that deviate from such narrow definitions. Moreover, besides leaking information through the cache, attackers may avail themselves of a myriad of other covert channels \cite{Kasper2018, Computer49, 10.1145/3343031.3343117, 10.1145/3292865.3292890, 10.1145/3292865.3292888}. In this section, we relax the assumptions for standard gadgets, describe the additional challenge posed by each relaxation, and where appropriate, explain how we can meet the challenge and still leak secrets.

C1. Base not controlled. To perform FLUSH+RELOAD an attacker needs to be in control not only of the secret address, but also of the transmission base, so that the transmission load falls inside of the reload buffer. However, if the base is not...
controlled, attackers can still perform PRIME+PROBE [36].

C. Secret entropy too big. If the code does not mask the secret prior to its transmission, the entropy impedes its recovery by the attacker who would have to probe too many memory locations. However, if the attackers control the transmission base, they can still exploit such gadgets by repurposing a technique pioneered in earlier attacks [24, 52, 54], which we call the known-prefix technique. First, the attacker chooses a location in memory near the secret that contains a small known value, and uses that as the secret address. Then, by increasingly shifting the address, the attacker makes sure that only a few bytes of the secret are unknown at any given transmission, and adjusts the transmission base according to the bytes that are already known (see Figure 3).

C. Max secret too high. Another problem that may occur when leaking a large secret value is that the transmission address might end up outside the valid address space. However, if enough bits of the transmission base are under attacker control, one can adjust the base to overflow the secret value, ensuring that the transmission always occurs in the valid address space. We call this technique base adjusting and it is often used in conjunction with the known-prefix technique.

C. Secret too small. If the gadget does not shift the secret value prior to transmission, the lower bits cannot be recovered through cache covert channels, since nearby addresses belong to the same cache line. However, if at least one byte of the secret is above cache-line granularity, we can use the known-prefix technique to leak the uppermost byte in each iteration. Otherwise, an attacker may use the sliding technique of RET-BLEED [54], which exploits the fact that prefilters generally do not prefetch cache lines across pages [49]. An attacker may now adjust the base address to be near a page boundary, so that even a one-bit difference in the secret value will result in the transmission being observed on another memory page. Doing so eliminates any cache and prefetcher noise that would otherwise make two different values indistinguishable.

C. Base aliasing. In some cases, even if the transmission base is attacker-controlled, the base cannot be chosen without influencing the secret address—a phenomenon we refer to as aliasing. This may occur, for instance, if the base is computed from a value that is also used to compute the secret address. In this case, an attacker can still leak values using PRIME+PROBE. However, not all secret addresses may be targeted as the probe region must reside within mapped memory. Specifically, since the probe region typically follows the secret address, the final secret addresses result in a non-mapped probe region. Other, more complex dependencies between the base and the secret address out of scope. InSpectre Gadget marks these cases as not (easily) exploitable.

C. Non-linear gadgets. An implicit assumption of most static analysis techniques for gadget scanning is that all the instructions have to be in the same basic block. Since modern CPUs all support nested speculation, this is not a limitation in practice. The attacker can either train branches or simply use static prediction to ensure that the transmission gadget is reached during speculative execution. An attacker can also use SMT contention, as demonstrated by prior work [39], to delay branch resolution and create large speculation windows that can accommodate multiple basic blocks.

C. Other transmitters. Finally, a plethora of covert channels exist in modern CPUs outside of caches (e.g., the TLB [37]) and one should flexibly support different transmitters. For brevity, we focus our main analysis on classic secret-dependent data load/store transmitters and later show our tool can be easily extended to support other vectors such as the recent SLAM covert channel [29].

5.3 Design

While advanced exploitation techniques relax the assumptions for standard gadgets, each has its own requirements and constraints for applicability. To reason over the constraints and to assess if the code satisfies them, InSpectre Gadget employs symbolic execution—expressing variables as symbols, and exploring all the possible directions of a program’s control flow at the same time, while recording the corresponding symbolic constraints. To this end, we build our tool on top of ANGR [50], a symbolic execution engine widely used in the field of software security and reverse engineering.

Although symbolic execution quickly leads to state explosion in the general case, InSpectre Gadget explores only a small fraction of the program’s control flow. In particular, since the number of instructions executed during a speculation window is limited, symbolic execution can easily explore multiple paths, while keeping the number of explored states small. All the steps described below are performed automatically by InSpectre Gadget.

Tracking attacker control. We start our analysis by substituting all the values stored in registers and on the stack with

Figure 3: Known-prefix technique. The attacker first points the secret address to some known data ①. Then, by shifting the address ②, small portions of the secret are revealed. With that, one can adjust the base of subsequent transmissions ③.

Table 3: Transmission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Known Prefix</th>
<th>Secret</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>buff - 0xdeadbe00+0xdeadbeef</td>
<td>0xdeadbe00</td>
<td>0xdeadbeef</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3: Known-prefix technique. The attacker first points the secret address to some known data ①. Then, by shifting the address ②, small portions of the secret are revealed. With that, one can adjust the base of subsequent transmissions ③.
symbolic variables, which for now we assume are attacker-controlled, and marked as such. Next, we symbolically execute code starting from a given location. On each load, we produce a new symbolic value with a label attached to it. If the load comes from an attacker-controlled symbol, it is marked as a potential secret. If the address comes from a potential secret, it is marked as a potential transmission. Note that potential secret implies attacker-controlled, since it is any value loaded from an attacker-chosen location. Similarly, potential transmission implies potential secret. This strategy allows us to track of attacker control through complex chains of loads.

Store-to-Load Forwarding (STL). We model Store-To-Load Forwarding by keeping a list of all the symbolic stores, and checking this list for each of the loads encountered by the symbolic execution engine. If the symbolic expression of the load address aliases with that of a previous store, we forward the stored value to the load. Store-to-Load forwarding can be enabled or disabled with a runtime flag.

Potential transmissions. We let the symbolic execution engine run for a configurable number of basic blocks, recording all the constraints that might be added, for instance by cmove or branch instructions. We also record the symbolic expression of each load. Finally, after the scanning phase is finished, the scanner reports a list of potential transmissions, i.e., loads whose symbolic address has been marked as a potential secret.

In a second phase, we inspect the AST of the symbolic expression of each potential transmission, identifying the transmission base, transmitted secret, and secret address. A high-level example is shown in Figure 4. Finally, we check if the base depends on any value used to construct the secret address, perform a range analysis to infer the minimum, maximum and stride of all the transmission components, and perform an inferable-bits analysis to infer which bits of the secret end up in the transmission and at which position. This comprehensive analysis is crucial for accurate exploitability reasoning. For instance, data-flow information alone is insufficient to determine the controllability requirements to be met.

Gadget reasoning. With this information, we can finally reason about each gadget. All the properties found during the analysis, along with a list of registers that the attacker needs to control for each gadget, are saved in a database. We now use a reasoner to model exploitation techniques with database queries. The reasoner inserts columns indicating which gadgets can leak a secret, and, if needed, which techniques are required. For instance, if a gadget has a high secret entropy (i.e., number of transmitted bits > 16), the reasoner checks if we can perform the known-prefix technique (i.e., secret address is attacker-controlled with granularity <= 16 bits).

5.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the ability of InSpectre Gadget to uncover a new attack surface, we analyzed the Linux kernel version 6.6-rc4 (latest at time of writing) with the default configuration. By listing all the code locations that contain an endbr instruction and looking at the symbol table, we found a total of 35,212 indirect call targets (have a symbol), and 7,562 indirect jump targets (have no associated symbol). InSpectre Gadget took approximately 14 hours to analyze all indirect branch targets, running on the i9-13900K Intel CPU with 20 cores. We count each unique transmission address as a gadget, so multiple paths leading to the same transmission count as 1 gadget.

Additionally, while InSpectre Gadget does not directly output information about reachable gadgets (i.e., those that can be user-triggered through a syscall), we estimate reachability for call targets by cross-referencing the labels with the coverage report generated by Syzkaller [13], a state-of-the-art kernel fuzzer. We use the openly-available results from the Syzbot project [12], which runs Syzkaller for 24 hours, finding a total of 14,391 reachable targets. This approach underapproximates the number of reachable gadgets, as the completeness is subject to fuzzing coverage, but it is useful to provide an estimate.

Table 1 summarizes the gadgets we uncovered. We found a total of 955 and 610 gadgets in kernel indirect call and jump targets (respectively). We manually analyzed 40 randomly sampled gadgets from the list by manually inspecting the assembly code (in approximately 3 hours). After manual analysis, we considered 35 to be exploitable. This shows InSpectre Gadget provides good accuracy, with the few misses caused by imprecise controllability modeling of our current prototype (Section 5.5).

Figure 5 shows statistics that we can use to estimate the size of the required speculation window, e.g., the number of instructions and branches present in the gadget, or how many dependent loads have to fit in the window to leak a secret.

Finally, Table 2 presents the number of potential gadgets that were not deemed exploitable by our tool. Gadgets with an invalid base are gadgets where the attacker does not completely control the transmission base, and in particular, for some values of the secret, the transmission address would be invalid, without the attacker being able to compensate by adjusting the transmission base. Gadgets classified as having an invalid secret address do not allow the attacker to choose an arbitrary memory location to leak, and gadgets where no...
Table 1: The number of exploitable gadgets found by InSpectre Gadget in indirect call targets and indirect jump targets of the kernel, grouped by technique needed for exploitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Call Targets</th>
<th>Reachable</th>
<th>Jump Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Store</td>
<td>Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime+Probe</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known Prefix</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Adjust</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Base Adjust + Known Prefix)</td>
<td>(79)</td>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train In-Place</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train OOP</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The number of potential gadgets marked as “not exploitable” by InSpectre Gadget, broken down by the reason for which they were deemed unexploitable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th># of Gadgets</th>
<th># Reachable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Alias</td>
<td>1322</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Base</td>
<td>32651</td>
<td>5619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Secret Address</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOVE Alias</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Not Inferable</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Transmission</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Too Big</td>
<td>2045</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Too Small</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34825</td>
<td>6035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bits of the secret survive before being transmitted, e.g., if the secret is XOR-ed with itself, are classified as Not Inferable. Finally, the labels Secret Too Big, Secret Too Small and Base Alias refer to the problems mentioned in Section 5.2.

As mentioned earlier, InSpectre Gadget can be easily extended to support new covert channels. As a demonstration, we added support for both the recent SLAM covert channel [29] and the code-load (i.e., secret-dependent function pointer dereference) covert channel [45]. With our tool, we found ~4x more exploitable gadgets than SLAM’s simple scanner, primarily due to our ability to reason about the exploitability of complex gadgets. The code-load covert channel further revealed over 2,000 SLAM gadgets, although no new traditional gadgets were found. For a more detailed analysis, we refer the reader to Appendix A.

5.5 Limitations

As opposed to tools like KASPER [31], InSpectre Gadget is designed to analyze only the content of speculation windows (e.g., call and jump targets for Spectre-v2), whose entry points have to be provided by the analyst. Other aspects needed for end-to-end exploitation, such as the reachability of the target and the presence of a suitable victim branch, are not part of the tool’s output. Nonetheless, in Section 6.1, we show how to construct an end-to-end attack based on the results of our analysis. Moreover, InSpectre Gadget cannot completely prove the absence of gadgets in a given snippet of code.

Regarding exploitability results, our current prototype has a number of limitations potentially impacting accuracy. First, our tool is based on ANGR and relies on both its disassembler (CAPSTONE) and constraint solver (Z3). Whenever an error occurs in one of these components, e.g., on unsupported instructions, we have to bail out from the analysis, leaving some symbolic states unexplored. Second, transmissions that contain a complex symbolic expression, e.g., two independently-controlled loads used in a XOR operation, cannot be easily unpacked into a base and a transmitted secret, but might still leak a value. We mark these cases as complex and approximate their ranges by querying the SAT solver for the minimum and maximum values of the whole expression and of each sub-expression. We also use this approach when performing range analysis on expressions with complex (symbolic) constraints, whose values cannot be easily reduced to an interval or a small set. For these cases, besides reporting the minimum and the maximum values, we also check if certain bits are always 0 or 1 to approximate the stride.

Finally, at the moment our tool models the attacker’s control over complex chains of loads as a binary condition (controlled or not controlled), as opposed to reporting the degree of control as done for transmission components. For complex aliasing cases, this can introduce imprecision (e.g., inaccurate classification of the required exploitation techniques).

6 Native BHI

In the previous section, we saw that InSpectre Gadget was able to uncover in the Linux kernel many gadgets that can lead to the transmission of a secret. In this section, we demonstrate how an attacker can use such gadgets to mount an end-to-end Spectre-v2 exploit against the kernel, by presenting the first native BHI attack (without the need of unprivileged eBPF).

6.1 Preliminaries

To perform native BHI, an attacker must first trigger the gadget via a syscall to insert its entry in the BTB. As discussed in Section 5.4, we use the reports from Syzkaller to determine which target can be triggered, and how. Note that, since we use valid indirect call targets, the attack is completely unaffected by the eIBRS and IBT mitigations.
6.2 End-To-End Exploit

In this section, we show how we craft an end-to-end exploit against the Linux kernel to leak the content of /etc/shadow on the latest Intel CPUs in under two minutes. Figure 6 shows a general overview of the attack.

Disclosure gadget and victim branch. As a first step, we search for a FLUSH+RELOAD gadget to provide an efficient covert channel, by filtering the database generated by InSpec- tre Gadget. In particular, we select cgroup_seqfile_show, shown in Listing 2, as our gadget. The corresponding annotated assembly file, generated by InSpecitre Gadget, is included in Appendix C.

As our victim branch, we choose the kernel syscall handler. When executing this branch, all of the (attacker-controlled) syscall arguments have already been pushed on the stack, while rdi points to the location of these arguments. Since cgroup_seqfile_show loads a value from rdi+0x70 and uses it to compute all other values, attackers need to control just the first syscall argument when the misprediction occurs.

Inserting the BTB entry. To ensure that the CPU mispredicts to our gadget, its address must be injected into the BTB before calling the victim. To this end, we trigger the gadget from userspace exactly once. Manual analysis shows that we can trigger cgroup_seqfile_show by reading a file in the cgroup directory (/sys/fs/cgroup) from userspace.

Increasing the transient window size. The induced transient window must be sufficiently large to fit our transmission. There are various ways to achieve this. In our case, we opted for evicting from the cache the syscall table entry that contains the legitimate target of our victim, making the victim call slow. Our experiments show that evicting the entry from the L2 data cache provides a window that is large enough.

Finding the reload buffer. To use FLUSH+RELOAD, there needs to be a shared buffer between the attacker and the victim. We can obtain such a reload buffer by allocating a user page and identifying its corresponding address in the kernel’s direct map of physical memory. However, the map address is not known in advance, and must be leaked.

In principle, an attacker can brute-force this address by exploiting BHI to transiently jump to an attacker-controlled load, and check if the load brought the user page into the cache. However, two significant sources of entropy stand in
our way: the kernel direct map address (subject to KASLR
and allocator entropy) and the victim/target branch histories
(which need to collide). In other words, a cache hit for the user
page can only be observed by the attacker if both the kernel
direct map address of the user page is correctly guessed and
the history correctly collides with the target branch.

To reduce the entropy and speed up brute forcing, we first
find the start of the physical map and break KASLR. To do
so, we use a modified version of the prefetch attack [26].

Next, instead of looking for a specific collision, as one
would do when performing BHI, we perform a parallel history
collision search by injecting the address of multiple gadgets
in the BTB before calling the victim, and randomizing both
the target and victim branch history.

Combining these optimizations allows us to identify the
kernel direct map address for our user page within a minute
on both Intel Comet Lake and Intel Raptor Lake CPUs.

Finding the histories. Once we have found the user page
address, we follow the original BHI method to find a single
reusable history for our victim branch colliding with the target
branch [16]. Specifically, we randomize the victim history
while keeping the target history constant until our user page
gets loaded by the kernel.

Leaking kernel memory. To leak arbitrary kernel memory,
we first have to find a known signature to use the known-
prefix technique. It can be any value, including zeros. In our
attack, to leak the shadow file, we first bring it into memory by
calling `passwd -s`. Next, we start leaking from the start of
the physical map and check if the signature ‘root:’ is present
at the start of a 4k page [24].

Results. The end-to-end exploit time to leak the root pass-
word hash from the shadow file is on average 45s and 120s for
the Intel i7-10700K and i9-13900K, respectively. The exploit
runs longer on Raptor Lake due to the larger BHB size which
therefore requires more collision iterations. The leakage rate
after initialization is 4.5 KBps and 3.5 KBps on the i7-10700K
and i9-13900K, respectively, with an accuracy of >99.9%

7 Dispatch Gadgets

A native BHI attacker is normally restricted to syscall-
reachable disclosure gadgets. However, we found another
type of gadget in many indirect kernel targets, i.e., one with an
indirect branch to an attacker-controlled address (Figure 8)—
which we refer to as dispatch gadget (or dispatcher).

To find such gadgets, we adapted InSpectre Gadget to also
report such cases, which correspond to jumps to a symbolic
address during symbolic execution. Most code logic for dis-
patch gadgets is shared with that of disclosure gadgets, as
supporting dispatch gadgets primarily required adding an ex-
tra hook for symbolic branches and saving all the information
from the analysis. With such support, we found as many as
2,039 dispatch gadgets residing within the first 6 basic blocks
of an indirect call target of the Linux kernel, of which 477
are reported to be reachable by Syzkaller. We also found 462
others at the beginning of indirect jump targets. We manually
analyzed 20 randomly sampled dispatch gadgets and found
that all 20 are indeed exploitable. Figure 7 shows the depth of
the dispatch gadgets found by InSpectre Gadget, measured in
number of instructions, number of branches, and maximum
number of dependent loads.

Dispatch types. Dispatch gadgets are particularly interest-
ing because they allow an attacker to divert control flow to
effectively any address. Use cases of interest are for example:

- **Dispatch-to-Call.** The attacker jumps to a valid indirect
call target. The target might either not be (easily) reachable
via syscall, or the attacker uses the dispatcher to increase the
number of controlled registers before jumping to the target.

- **Dispatch-to-Jump.** Similar to Dispatch-to-Call, the attacker
jumps to an indirect jump target. Jumps targets are of spe-
cial interest as, with FineIBT, they are instrumented with an
endbr instruction but not with the call-specific FineIBT in-
strumentation. We discuss this primitive in the next section.

- **Dispatch-to-Any.** In case IBT is disabled, the attacker can
jump to any code location, at direct call/jump targets, in the
middle of functions, or even in the middle of instructions.

- **Dispatch-to-Dispatcher.** The attacker chains two or more
dispatchers to increase control over registers or to craft a dis-
closure gadget by chaining multiple load sequences together.

Chaining strategies. From an exploitation perspective,
dispatch gadgets can be used to jump to a gadget within
the same speculation window. With this 1-stage chaining
strategy, the dispatcher can easily reach unreachable code,
increase controlled registers, etc. For example, if at the time
of misprediction only rax is controlled, an attacker might
jump to a dispatcher that moves rax to rbx before jump-
ing to the final target. This allows the attacker to use any
gadget that requires control of rbx—not previously possible.
To demonstrate this approach, we repurposed our exploit to
use `common_timer_delete` as the dispatcher to jump to the
do_css disclosure gadget—a valid indirect call target not
normally reachable from an unprivileged attacker’s workload.
Figure 7: Cumulative distribution of number of instructions, branches, and dependent loads of the attack surface for dispatch gadgets found within indirect call (Call), indirect jump (Jump), and reachable indirect call (Reachable) targets.

Figure 8: Dispatch gadgets. Instead of transiently jumping to a disclosure gadget, an attacker can jump to a gadget that calls a controlled function pointer. From that point, the attacker can divert control flow to less restrictive gadgets.

We achieved a leakage rate of 3.3 KB/sec on the i9-13900K.

Alternatively, the attacker could opt for a 2-stage chaining strategy, i.e., using the dispatcher to inject a controlled BTB entry within the transient window [51] and later collide with another victim. This strategy offers two benefits. First, dispatch and disclosure gadgets are executed in separate speculation windows, accommodating a larger number of instructions. Second, this strategy allows the attacker to exploit different victims with different controllability characteristics for dispatcher and disclosure gadgets. To demonstrate this approach, we repurposed our exploit to use m_show as the dispatcher to inject the address of the of_css disclosure gadget into the BTB and, next, start a new history colliding phase to collide with the BTB entry just inserted. We achieved a leakage rate of 2.9 KB/sec on the i9-13900K.

8 FineIBT Analysis

Having shown that our discovered dispatch/disclosure gadgets offer many options to mount cross-privilege Spectre-v2 attacks against the kernel, defeating deployed mitigations that are currently believed to hinder exploitation, we now evaluate the impact of the recent FineIBT mitigation on these attacks. We first analyze the effective speculation window(s) and the impact of Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) resource contention, before discussing the residual attack surface.

8.1 IBT Speculation Window

Since FineIBT builds on IBT, any IBT-induced speculation window is of concern. For Intel CPUs supporting IBT, the CET-tracker transitions to the WAIT_FOR_ENDBRANCH state upon execution of an indirect branch. If the subsequent instruction is not an endbr instruction, speculation is limited. To be more precise, Intel specifies that IBT limits speculative execution to 7 instructions (with a maximum of 5 loads) in early implementations, while later versions should completely block speculative execution after a missing endbr [30].

We evaluate the limits of IBT in the context of speculative execution by opening a transient window in a kernel module and executing an indirect call to a target snippet which omits the endbr instruction (Listing 3).

Listing 3: IBT test snippet.

```
1  ind_target:  
2    .rept 16  
3      mov rax, QWORD PTR [rax]  
4    .endr
```

The snippet executes a chain of dependent loads, which ends with a load from a reload buffer. Prior to each iteration, we flush the reload buffer and, after executing the snippet, we test if the reload buffer entry is cached. We ran the experiment over 100 separate runs, with each run performing 1 million iterations for different sizes of the load chain. The test snippet is positioned between two pages filled with zeros, which prevents interference from other endbr instructions.

We performed our experiment on the three most recent Intel CPU generations: Rocket Lake, Alder Lake, and Raptor Lake. Table 3 presents our results.

We observed that the Intel i7-11800H CPU features an early implementation of IBT, which allows for up to 5 dependent loads in the speculation window. We measured an
average hit rate of 34% for the last load. For every NOP instruction inserted before the load chain, we observed one less load being speculatively executed. Finally, we tested whether the alignment of the caller or target impacts the speculation window. The caller’s alignment impacts the hit rate, and in the least optimal alignment, only 3 dependent loads can be fitted in the window before speculation is killed by IBT.

For the i9-12900K and i9-13900K CPUs, we can execute exactly 1 load in the IBT window. Adding a NOP instruction results in the reload buffer no longer being cached. We observed no influence from the alignment of the caller or target.

8.2 FineIBT Speculation Window

As a fine-grained extension of IBT, FineIBT introduces a speculation window of its own. This is due to the (SID check) conditional branch part of the software instrumentation. Nonetheless, such branch has been explicitly designed as “low-latency”, performing a comparison between a register value and an immediate operand. As a result, FineIBT is currently considered an effective countermeasure against speculative control-flow hijacking attacks [1, 23].

Listing 4 shows the FineIBT instrumentation as it appears in the Linux kernel. The caller of an indirect branch is required to insert the correct SID into the r10 register and call the CFI variant of the target function. Inside the callee, the correct SID is subtracted from r10 and, if the outcome is zero, the instrumentation jumps to the actual call target. Conversely, if the SID is incorrect, the UD2 operation is executed, resulting in an invalid opcode exception.

To evaluate the speculation window size, we instrument the test snippet from Listing 3 with FineIBT. Next, we train the branch predictor by transiently executing the snippet with the correct SID, and later perform a call with an incorrect SID. To ensure that the same PHT entry is used for both the training phase and the malicious call, we prime the branch history by executing 200 branches after we differentiate between a training and a malicious call, which is in line with previous results [56]. Our experiments showed that this successfully trains the branch predictor on the three selected tested CPUs for this experiment. Table 3 presents our results.

As shown in the table, on all the tested CPUs, we can complete 1 load from RAM into memory with a high hit rate on average, from 79% up to 85%. This contrasts with the findings of the original FineIBT paper [23], which observed a considerably lower hit rate (17 hits out of 10 million iterations) when testing for Spectre resilience. However, we observe similar results without prior PHT entry massaging. As such, we hypothesize that the branch predictor may have distinguished between test and training runs in their case, thereby correctly predicting the SID check for the test runs. Namely, their test setup, despite conducting 10 training runs, jumps to a location dependent on whether it is a training or test run just prior to executing the FineIBT check. This jump difference can likely be inferred by the branch predictor.

8.3 Impact of SMT Contention

When SMT is enabled, a number of resources are shared between two sibling logical processors sharing the same core. Prior research [39] has shown that resource contention from a sibling processor can cause nontrivial delays in the other processor, thereby expanding the speculation window sizes.

To assess the impact of SMT contention on the (Fine)IBT speculation windows, we use the same test setup as before. However, we now introduce a contention workload on the sibling core. We seek to induce a delay in the FineIBT check (i.e., subtract operation, conditional branch evaluation, speculation rollback) or more generally in the victim logical processor (accounting also for the IBT window).

We evaluated the effects of SMT contention using different workloads and observed that the behavior of each workload strongly varies across different runs, although it remains stable during the run. We focus primarily on finding the most efficient workload on average, which is shown in Listing 5.

Branch contention. To delay the FineIBT check, the main ingredient is conditional branch contention. Changing the branch type in the branch sequence (line 6) to a direct jump/call or indirect jump/call to the next instruction does not yield a higher hit rate compared to no SMT workload. Our experiments also showed that nontaken conditional branches are more effective on average.

Arithmetic operations. We tested workloads with sub, add, mul, and cmp operations. A workload with only arithmetic operations does not seem to increase the hit rate. We also experimented with adding arithmetic operations in combination with conditional branches. Our experiments showed
that placing one sub or add instruction before the branch sequence yields a higher hit rate.

**Alignment.** We observed an alignment of 32 bytes for the contention workload to be generally the most effective. However, for some test runs, we observed the highest hit rates on different, unpredictable alignments. We suspect this is due to side effects from branch aliasing.

**Workload size.** During the experiments, we observed that the most effective configuration of the workload for each tested CPU differs in the number of sequential conditional branches (\(N_JE\)). Additionally, repeating the snippet before jumping back to the entry point can also affect the effectiveness (\(N_REPEAT\)). We experimentally derived the best configuration for the tested CPUs (Table 4).

We repeated the (Fine)IBT speculation window experiments with our fine-tuned SMT workload. Table 3 reports our results. As shown in the table, for the IBT window, our SMT workload does not increase the window size. For the FineIBT window, on the other hand, our SMT workload heavily impacts the number of loads one can fit across microarchitectures. Specifically, we observed cache hits up to 5, 7, and 10 loads for the i7-11800H, i9-12900K, and i9-13900K CPUs, respectively. Noteworthy, on the i9-13900K CPU, a contention workload composed solely of taken branches showed varied results: 80% of the runs had hits only up to 2 loads, 15% had a 90% hit rate for 6 loads, and 4% even reached a 90% hit rate for 9 loads.

### 9 FineIBT Bypass

We showed that the (Fine)IBT speculation windows still leave room to transiently fit a gadget with illegal control flow. In particular, depending on the microarchitecture, our results show that a FineIBT attacker can transiently execute 4–6 dependent loads with a hit rate of at least 7%. As such, attackers can use a variety of techniques to bypass FineIBT. To find gadgets for these techniques, the analyst can issue a SQL query to filter the InSpectre Gadget database for gadgets that satisfy the corresponding requirements.

**Racing against the FineIBT window.** An attacker may race against the FineIBT window with a disclosure gadget, and, optionally, use Dispatch-to-Call to increase reachability of disclosure gadgets (either via 1-stage or 2-stage chaining). As shown in Figures 5 and 7, the ability to fit 4 loads in the transient window is sufficient to have a wide selection of gadgets. More specifically, if we conservatively filter for reachable dispatchers with a maximum of 3 dependent loads within 10 instructions, we are left with 44 gadgets. If we filter for disclosure gadgets with at most 15 instructions and 4 dependent loads, we obtain 88 reachable gadgets and 548 non-reachable gadgets, which can be reached through a dispatcher.

**Racing against the IBT window.** Instead of using indirect call targets as disclosure gadgets, an attacker can also opt to use Dispatch-to-Any to reach any executable code for disclosure. However, the attacker then needs to race against both the FineIBT and the (nested) IBT window.

On CPUs with an early IBT implementation, an attacker can use a dispatcher to jump to a disclosure gadget containing at most 5 loads. With 1-stage chaining, the dispatch gadget must fit in the FineIBT window, while the transmission races against both the FineIBT and IBT window. With 2-stage chaining, the FineIBT window is avoided by inserting the transmission gadget’s address in the BTB.

Later IBT implementations allow for exactly one speculative load after the illegal jump. While at a first glance this may seem unhelpful, attackers can still exploit any dispatch gadget that loads an attacker-controlled value and use the additional load as a transmission. InSpectre Gadget found 115 dispatch gadgets with at least one load preceding (but not controlling) the dispatch call.

**Using JMP targets.** IBT requires both indirect call targets and indirect jump targets to land on an \texttt{endbr} instruction. In contrast, FineIBT only guards indirect call targets. As a result, an attacker can target indirect jump targets—which do start...
with an *enxbr* instruction but are not instrumented with a SID check—to bypass FineIBT. Hence, the attacker can use a disclosure gadget reached via indirect jump without racing against the FineIBT window. InSpectre Gadget found 462 dispatch gadgets and 610 viable disclosure gadgets at indirect jump targets in the Linux kernel.

**Case study.** As a case study, we demonstrate how a BHI attacker can bypass FineIBT and leak kernel memory in practice on a 13th Gen Intel CPU. At a high level, as depicted in Figure 9, we rely on a Dispatch-to-Any primitive with 1-stage chaining. This is to divert control flow to a dispatcher gadget (valid according to IBT, invalid according to FineIBT) and then, in turn, to an arbitrary final target (invalid according to IBT, unchecked by FineIBT). To this end, we need to race against two nested speculation windows (other than the initial BHI one): (i) the FineIBT window checking for the invalid (SID-violating) control-flow transfer to the dispatcher gadget; (ii) the IBT window checking for the invalid (*enxbr*-bypassing) control-flow transfer to the final target.

From our InSpectre Gadget results, we need to first select a dispatch gadget that can race against the main FineIBT window. To this end, we select `unix_poll` (Appendix B), a short-lived dispatcher that loads an attacker-controlled value into a first register before a call via a second, attacker-controlled register. Next, we need to select a final target that can race against the nested IBT window. Recall from Section 8.2 that, on 13th Gen Intel IBT, we can still execute exactly one instruction without a preceding *enxbr*. As a result, we need to select as final target a load instruction disclosing the secret in the first register. To this end, we scanned the Linux kernel image for loads with matching register. We found over 900 suitable instructions and selected one as our final target.

To inject the address of the dispatch gadget into the BTB, we invoke the *.epoll_ctl* syscall. As our victim branch, we selected an indirect call in the `prctl` syscall which, at call time, grants the attacker full control over `rsi` and `rdx`, required by the `unix_poll` syscall. Finally, to successfully race against the main FineIBT window, we need to correctly train the SID branch (Section 8.2). To this end, one can in principle just execute `epoll_ctl` when inserting the BTB entry. However, this is alone insufficient due to the different path histories of the training and test runs (potentially distinguishable by the branch predictor). As a result, upon the misprediction of the SID check during the test run, a new entry is inserted into the level-1 PHT, indexed by the test run’s path history [56].

To evict the test run’s PHT entry, we build a jump chain of conditional branches. Eviction of the level-1 PHT requires us to initially take all branches, resulting in an entry insertion in the local base predictor. Then, we need to cause a misprediction by not taking the branches, leading to an entry inserted into the level-1 PHT and potentially evicting the entry of the test run. For this purpose, we used a simple (but far from optimal) eviction strategy walking 8k branches. Therefore, we alternate between eviction sets during the colliding phase and, after we find a collision, we randomize eviction sets until we observe a hit rate exceeding our lower bound.

This strategy, in conjunction with our fine-tuned SMT workload (Section 8.3), allowed us to achieve a hit rate of between 50% and 70% and a leakage rate of 18 B/sec on the i9-13900K CPU. It should be noted that an attacker can certainly optimize our PHT eviction strategy to gain a higher leakage rate.

**10 Mitigations**

To mitigate the gadgets found by InSpectre Gadget, an option is to add a speculation barrier (i.e., *LFENCE* instruction) at the function entry point of all the disclosure and dispatch gadgets. However, possible kernel performance degradation aside, this strategy cannot guarantee the absence of residual exploitable gadgets—especially with an ever-evolving Linux kernel. A more general strategy is to hinder BHI exploitation, e.g., with *BHI DIS_S* controls [1] (which is only supported from Alder Lake and Sapphire Rapids CPUs onwards) or a software BHB-clearing sequence [1] (which is, however, costly). This strategy is still insufficient to stop other (intra-mode BTI) variants. To fully close the attack surface, we need new in-silicon mitigations (e.g., decoupling history and IP matching logic) or more costly ones, such as retpoline [1] (which is, however, vulnerable on some microarchitectures [54]) or IPRED_DIS controls [1] (which are, again, only supported from Alder Lake and Sapphire Rapids CPUs onwards).

**Vendors’ response.** In response to our disclosure, Intel acknowledged our findings and updated their BHI mitigation guidance [1]. AMD and ARM confirmed that their existing mitigations are sufficient. Given the significant presence of exploitable gadgets revealed by our findings, Intel now rec-
ommends software vendors to enable BHT.DIS.S on CPUs that support it and to insert a software BHB clearing sequence at privilege boundaries on other CPUs. For future CPUs that enumerate BHI.NO, no additional mitigations are required. On the Linux kernel, Intel engineers have developed patches to incorporate the recommended mitigations [9] and kernel developers have decided to replace the syscall handler’s indirect call with a switch statement [3]. While this mitigates Spectre-v2 on this specific call site, many other easily reachable indirect branches remain (e.g., the indirect call used in our FineIBT Bypass PoC). Moreover, since conditional direct calls are vulnerable to Spectre-v1, an attacker might still be able to confuse syscall targets [15]. Finally, our endbr analysis uncovered a bug in Clang (causing the compiler to occasionally emit spurious endbr instructions), which Intel engineers promptly patched.

11 Related Work

Spectre gadget scanners. Spectre gadget scanners documented in literature mostly focus on Spectre v1. With exceptions [43], such scanners typically rely on dynamic analysis. SpecFuzz [40] uses fuzzing to detect out-of-bounds accesses on a speculative path. SpecFuzz marks every out-of-bound access as a gadget, without modeling attacker controllability. In response, SpecTaint [42] requires the secret address to be tainted with attacker input, as determined via dynamic taint analysis (DTA). Kasper [31] also relies on DTA for gadget characterization, but generalizes the fixed patterns used by SpecTaint. Unlike InSpectre Gadget, all these solutions identify gadgets solely based on their data flow, an overapproximation that leaves their exploitability uncertain. Like ours, other gadget scanners are based on symbolic execution, but typically focus on other use cases (i.e., verification [28] or early detection [53]) with no exploitability analysis.

Spectre-v2 attacks. Besides work exclusively focusing on gadget scanning, prior Spectre-v2 attack efforts also described gadget analysis campaigns. For instance, the Retbleed authors [54] used static data-flow analysis to identify basic 3-load gadgets for a native Spectre-RSB-to-BTI exploit. This simple strategy is sufficient as Retbleed exploits (similar to Inception [51]) vulnerable older-generation CPUs with no eIBRS. As such, they can speculatively hijack control flow to arbitrary code locations with no restriction.

The BHI authors [16], also using data-flow-based gadget analysis, presented evidence eBPF=off exploits were at least potentially feasible on modern eIBRS-enabled platforms—but with no attempt to reason about exploitability. Intel later presented a similar gadget analysis campaign along with manual exploitability analysis of “the most promising” gadgets, reporting no exploitable ones [8]. This shows the difficulty of performing exploitability analysis—even from experts manually inspecting the gadgets—without a general framework to rule out self-limiting assumptions.

In contrast, by analyzing one (v2) transient window at the time, InSpectre Gadget can leverage the full power of symbolic execution to deeply characterize gadgets and reason about their exploitability for the first time, without running into the limitations of traditional symbolic execution tools [20, 21], such as scalability and state explosion. As a result, our analysis was not only able to automatically uncover several exploitable native gadgets, but even gadgets that can bypass newer mitigations (FineIBT).

Crucially, our tool models knowledge of advanced exploitation techniques including sliding and gadget chaining. Chain- ing itself has been proposed before to increase the Spectre-v2 attack surface [17, 51]. With InSpectre Gadget, we demonstrate for the first time its crucial role in cross-privilege Spectre-v2 attacks, countering mitigations with widespread dispatch gadgets in modern kernels.

12 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed that, by relaxing the requirements on “standard” exploitable Spectre gadgets and using in-depth gadget inspection, it is possible to generically reason about gadget exploitability. To substantiate this claim, we presented InSpectre Gadget and applied its exploitation-aware gadget analysis to uncover a significant residual attack surface for cross-privilege Spectre-v2 attacks against the Linux kernel. Specifically, we revealed several new gadgets and showed that they can be exploited by a BHI attacker not only to leak kernel memory in native end-to-end exploits, but also bypass all deployed mitigations including the recent Fine(IBT).

13 Disclosure

We disclosed the end-to-end native BHI exploit to Intel in May 2023, and disclosed our full analysis to Intel, AMD, ARM and the Linux kernel in October 2023, which further notified other vendors. We converged to a public disclosure date of April 9, 2024, providing time for vendors to roll out mitigations. A number of vendors (Intel, Microsoft, Google, Xen) have also explicitly requested access to InSpectre Gadget for internal attack surface analysis, which we granted under embargo. Native BHI has been assigned CVE-2024-2201.
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A Extra Covert Channels

To demonstrate the flexibility of InSpectre Gadget, we extended the tool to include two extra covert channels, namely the code-load covert channel [45], which requires a secret-dependent function pointer, and the recent SLAM covert channel [29]. SLAM leverages Intel’s recently announced Linear Address Masking (LAM) feature, as well as microarchitectural race conditions present on some existing AMD CPUs. Via SLAM, an attacker can leak data via a straightforward dereference of a 64-bit secret, typically a noncanonical address, by transiently bypassing canonicality checks.

Supporting SLAM required modifications only in the reasoner, with 83 line changes. The code-load covert channel required even fewer modifications, with only 7 line changes in the scanner. We ran the extended implementation of InSpectre Gadget with the same setup described in Section 5.4. Table 5 presents our results. We count each entry point as a single gadget, in line with SLAM’s definition.

The SLAM paper reports a large potential attack surface when scanning the Linux kernel’s indirect call targets (16,046 potential gadgets), but practical exploitability is approximated by pattern-matching simple cases, resulting in 4,194 exploitable gadgets. In contrast, by reasoning on complex gadgets as well, InSpectre Gadget is able to uncover 13,648 SLAM gadgets when considering also indirect jump targets and code-loads. While we did not uncover any new traditional gadgets via the code-load covert channel, we identified 2,856 SLAM gadgets that are exploitable via the code-load covert channel.

B FineIBT Case Study Gadget

Listing 6 presents the assembly code of the unix_poll gadget, the gadget used in the FineIBT bypass case study. The gadget loads a secret from memory with attacker-controlled register rsi as address. Next, the gadget loads the call target from the attacker-controlled address in rdx and calls it subsequently. The secret is transmitted by the instruction at the call target, selected by the attacker, that performs a load with the secret as an argument and an attacker-controlled value as the base. We selected the instruction movzx ebx, BYTE PTR[r8+rbx] found in the uuid_string function.

C Annotated Assembly Output

Figure 10 shows the annotated assembly output of the (cgroup_seqfile_show) gadget used in our exploit.
Figure 10: Annotated assembly file generated by \textit{InSpectre} Gadget. Right to the assembly instructions, we output the annotations attached to the source and destination operands (source $\rightarrow$ destination). The annotations include the origin of the value, which is either the instruction pointer of the source load or a register (e.g., $\%rdi$). As we generate for each detected gadget an annotated assembly file, we do not print annotations that are irrelevant to the gadget flow and we replace all secret annotations with an attacker annotation that are, for this specific gadget, not used as a secret but as an attacker-controlled value. In the case of a branch instruction, we show the branch condition to hold instead.

As shown by the annotations, the attacker-controlled value $\%rdi$ is used in the first load (1), followed by a series of loads whose controllability is tracked (2). The encountered branch condition is recorded (3). Subsequently, the secret value is loaded from an attacker-controlled value (4) and transmitted using an attacker-controlled value as the base (5). We output key details after the assembly code, including the symbolic expression and the range—i.e., (min, max, stride)—for each transmission component (6), insights about the transmitted secret bits (7), details about which registers an attacker should control to exploit the gadget (8) as well as the constraints and branches encountered (9).

---

**Transmission**

cgroup_seqfile_show:

```assembly
 push rbx
 mov eax, qword ptr [rdi+0x70] ; (Attacker@rdi) -> (Attacker@0xffffffff8114ff35)
```

---

**Transmitted Secret**

```assembly
je 0xffffffff8114ff67 ; Not Taken <Bool LOAD_64[<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 rdi + 0x70]_21]_22 + 0x80]_23 _24 + 0x50]_25 + 0x0C]_26 >> 0x3) 0xffffffff8114ff7f
```

---

**Transmission**

```assembly
 test rax, rax
```

---

**Transmitted Secret**

```assembly
 test rax, rax
```

---

**Constraints:**

```
...<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 LOAD_64[<BV64 rdi + 0x70]_21]_22 + 0x80]_23 _24 + 0x50]_25 + 0x0C]_26 >> 0x3) 0xffffffff8114ff7f
```

---

**Transmission**

```
```
A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract

Our paper presents InSpectre Gadget, an in-depth Spectre gadget analyzer that can be used to identify viable disclosure gadgets on large codebases. We used such analyzer to uncover the residual attack surface for cross-privilege Spectre v2 in the Linux Kernel. We demonstrated the significance of such an attack surface by showing the first end-to-end Spectre v2 attack against the Linux kernel that does not require eBPF to craft gadgets (Native BHI). We also showed how the abundance of both disclosure and dispatch gadgets can be used to bypass all modern mitigations, including FineIBT. Finally, we measured the size of speculation windows for both IBT and FineIBT on a variety of microarchitectures, and the effects of SMT contention on such windows. This artifact contains all the code needed to reproduce the analysis of the Linux Kernel, as well as the PoCs for both Native BHI and the FineIBT bypass and the experiments on (Fine)IBT speculation windows.

A.2 Description & Requirements

There are four main artifacts that are relevant for this evaluation: 1) Linux Kernel analysis; 2) Native BHI; 3) Speculation-window experiments; 4) FineIBT bypass. Different requirements may apply for the different artifacts.

A.2.1 Security, privacy, and ethical concerns

Running the Linux Kernel analysis does not pose any risk, and the PoCs for both Native BHI and the FineIBT bypass are designed to only leak data locally.

A.2.2 How to access

All of our artifacts are available at the following url https://github.com/vusec/inspectre-gadget/releases/tag/v1.1, under the experiments/ folder.

A.2.3 Hardware dependencies

There are no hard requirements for running Linux kernel analysis, however, the amount of available memory can have a minor impact on the number of reported gadgets due to execution paths being killed prematurely. For the evaluation reported in the paper, we used a 13th Gen Intel i9-13900K with 32 cores and 64GB of RAM.

For the other artifacts, the following CPUs are required for evaluation.

- CPU: 13th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-13900K. Required for Native-BHI, FineIBT bypass, and speculation-window experiments.
- CPU: 12th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-12900K. Required for speculation-window experiments.
- CPU: 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-11800H. Required for speculation-window experiments.

A.2.4 Software dependencies

The tool itself requires python3, and the test scripts are written in bash. The only requirement for the Linux Kernel analysis is to have docker installed. The analysis was tested on Ubuntu 23.04.

For Native-BHI, Fine-IBT Bypass and FineIBT Speculation Window the following requirements apply:


A.2.5 Benchmarks

None.

A.3 Set-up

A.3.1 Installation

To access the artifacts, first clone https://github.com/vusec/inspectre-gadget and checkout to the v1.1 tag.
To run the scanner locally, you will need to install the following:

```bash
git clone \\nhttps://github.com/vusec/inspectre-gadget.git

cd inspectre-gadget

git checkout v1.1
```

To run the scanner locally, you will need to install the following:

```bash
sudo apt install python3 python3-pip bat

pip3 install -r requirements.txt
```

If bat is not available, you can download it from https://github.com/sharkdp/bat.

Finally, you can navigate to the experiments/ folder. Here you will find a folder for each of the artifacts to evaluate.

**Linux Kernel analysis.** All scripts can be found under the scanner-eval/ folder. The only requirement is to have docker installed on the system.

**Native BHI.** All scripts are under the native-bhi/ folder.

1. Install dependencies:

   ```bash
cd ../poc-common
./install_dependencies.sh
```

2. Build and install the kernel. Next reboot into the new kernel. Note: you have to disable secure boot.

   ```bash
cd ../native-bhi/kernel
./build_kernel.sh
```

**Speculation window experiments.** All scripts are under the speculation-windows/ folder.

1. Install dependencies:

   ```bash
cd ../poc-common
./install_dependencies.sh
```

2. Build and install the kernel. Next reboot into the new kernel. Note: you have to disable secure boot.

   ```bash
cd ../speculation-windows/kernel
./build_kernel.sh
```

**FineIBT Bypass.** All scripts are under the fineibt-bypass/ folder.

1. Install dependencies:

   ```bash
cd ../poc-common
./install_dependencies.sh
```

2. Build and install the kernel with the tested configuration. The required PoC patch will be applied. Next reboot into the new kernel. Note: you have to disable secure boot.

   ```bash
cd ../fineibt-bypass/kernel
./build_kernel.sh
```

### A.3.2 Basic Test

The tests/test-cases folder contains a set of simple cases to verify how the scanner behaves in various situations (cmove, branches ecc.). A single test can be ran for example as:

```bash
cd tests/test-cases
make ./run-single.sh used_memory_avoider
```

This should result in the scanner reporting two potential transmissions, both at address 0x4000014. The two transmissions come from the same expression, but a different part of the expression is considered secret each time.

It is recommended to install batcat to visualize the resulting annotated assembly with batcat output/asm/*.

### A.4 Evaluation workflow

#### A.4.1 Major Claims

**C1:** We analyzed the Linux kernel version 6.6-rc4 (latest at time of writing) with the default configuration. We found a total of 922 and 589 exploitable gadgets in indirect call and jump targets (respectively). Section 5.4 of the paper reports results of our analysis (specifically, Table 1 and Table 2). Moreover, the cumulative distributions of the gadgets found by the scanner are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7 of the paper. Experiment (E1) reproduces the analysis on the Linux kernel and reports all the relevant numbers.

**C2:** We demonstrated the Native BHI PoC can leak arbitrary kernel memory at 3.5 kB/sec on the i9-13900K CPU. This is proven by experiment (E2) which tests the leakage rate and leaks the shadow file from memory.

```
# Print the isolated cores

cat /sys/devices/system/cpu/isolated
```

Note: If your architecture is not supported by the Ubuntu config, create a config via make localmodconfig after you extract the Linux source code. Although we did not test it, the tests should not be dependent on a kernel configuration.

3. Please isolate two performance sibling cores by adding isolcpus= to the kernel boot parameters (e.g., isolcpus=2, 3). Adjust the core numbers in the file src/targets.h. Please reboot the system and verify if the cores are isolated:

   ```bash
   # Print the isolated cores
   cat /sys/devices/system/cpu/isolated
   ```
We show that a speculation window is present at the IBT and FineIBT defense mechanisms. We claim that we can fit up to 5, 1 and 1 dependent loads in the IBT window for the i7-11800H, i9-12900K, and i9-13900K CPUs, respectively. We claim that we can fit up to 5, 7 and 10 dependent loads in the FineIBT window for the i7-11800H, i9-12900K, and i9-13900K CPUs, respectively. This is proven by experiment (E3).

We demonstrated that the FineIBT BHI PoC can leak kernel memory at 18 B/sec on the i9-13900K CPU with a FineIBT-enabled kernel. This is proven by experiment (E4) which tests the leakage rate.

A.4.2 Experiments

(E1): [Linux Kernel analysis] [10 compute-hours + 15GB disk]: This experiment builds an image of the Linux kernel version 6.6-rc4, extracts all the call and jump targets, then runs the scanner on the kernel image and extracts a set of possible gadgets, which are then saved in a database.

**Preparation:** Navigate to experiments/scanner-eval.

**Execution:** Run `run.sh`. This will create a docker container, install dependencies, and automatically run the analysis (in particular, `scripts/run-eval.sh`).

**Results:** The results of the analysis are available in the results subfolder after the run. In particular, `stats.txt` contains the numbers used for tables and throughout the evaluation section, while the `figs/` subfolder contains the cumulative distribution plots. `gadgets.db` contains the database of all the gadgets, which is queried through the queries contained in `analysis/queries`.

(E2): [Native BHI] [10 compute-minutes + 15GB disk]: This experiment runs the Native BHI PoC on the custom-build kernel.

**Preparation:** Navigate to `native-bhi/src`. Test the working of the PoC by first skipping the huge-page finding phase:

```
sudo ./run.sh -p
```

**Execution:** Test the leakage rate:

```
sudo ./run.sh test_rate
```

Test and time shadow leak:

```
time sudo ./run.sh leak_shadow
```

**Results:** The results (leakage rate and shadow leak) are printed to the terminal.

(E3): [Speculation window experiments] [8 compute-hours + 15GB disk]: This experiment runs the speculation window experiments on the custom-build kernel.

**Preparation:** Navigate to speculation-windows. Install the kernel module:

```

cd kernel_modules/
  ibt_tests_kernel_module
sudo ./run
```

**Execution:** Run the experiment. Replace the CPU-NAME with the CPU name (consult `lscpu`).

```

cd src
sudo ./run_test.sh CPU-NAME
```

**Results:** The results are available in the folder `src/results`. To analyze the results:

```
./analyze_all.sh src/results/
```

(E4): [FineIBT Bypass] [10 compute-minutes + 15GB disk]: This experiment runs the FineIBT Bypass PoC on the custom-build kernel.

**Preparation:** Navigate to `fineibt-bypass/src`.

**Execution:** Test the leakage rate:

```
sudo ./run_fast.sh
```

To test the full PoC, including the collision finding phase. Note that the collision-finding phase can take up to 5 minutes

```
sudo ./run.sh
```

**Results:** The leakage rate is printed to the terminal.

A.5 Notes on Reusability

While the tool has been used specifically to target Spectre-v2 in the Linux Kernel, its structure is general enough to be applicable also to other targets. Full documentation and examples of how to use the tool can be found in `docs/index.html` or at https://vusec.github.io/inspectre-gadget/.

A.6 Version

Based on the LaTeX template for Artifact Evaluation V20231005. Submission, reviewing and badging methodology followed for the evaluation of this artifact can be found at https://secartifacts.github.io/usenixsec2024/.